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Weekly Homework 
 

 (Week 10th May to 16th May 2021) 

Class V 

 

S.N. Homework Subjects Integrated Objective 

 Draw and write the name of at least 8 different 

types of currency in other countries and also 

Comparing Indian rupees against popular currency 

rates. 

 

Mathematics, Art , 

S.St. 

Students will learn about 

the different types of 

currency in other 

countries, and also 

comparing indian rupees 

against popular currency 

rates 

 Plant your seeds:Take 2 plastic bottles and make 

pot. Make a small hole at the bottom of the pot. Fill 

it with soil. Put four or five seeds of the different 

kind  in the pots and press them gently. such as 

mustard (sarson), Fenugreek (methi) or coriander 

(dhania). 

Write Name of the seed: _______ The date on 

which you planted them: ______ The day you 

observe something coming out of the soil, start 

filling the table: 

 

Date  Height of the plant (in cm) Number of leaves seen Any other change 

Find out _ How long did it take for the plant to 

come out from the soil? _ What was the difference 

in the height of the plant on the first and second 

day? _ On which day did the height of the plant 

increase the most? _ Did new leaves come out of 

the plant every day? _ Was there any change in the 

stem of the plant? 

Note:Snapshots should be taken for each seed 

germination taking place at different stages and 

pictures should be pasted on A4 pastel sheets. you 

Science and Arts Students will learn to 

perform, analyse and 

observe also how to make 

use of best out of waste 
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can decorate your pot and  table also 

 

3 Discuss with your parents and grandparents,  what 

did they do to spend their leisure or free time ?  

 

What kinds of games did they play? 

 

 Find out and make a presentation by preparing a 

slideshow in the form of PPT.  

 

You can  use related pictures also in your PPT to 

explain your topic. 

 

English and Computer Students can talk with 

their parents and 

grandparents,  they can 

spend good quality time, 

while talking with them, 

they can imagine the time 

how their parents and 

grandparents spent their 

free time, they can also 

use their computer skill by 

preparing their topic in the 

form of  PPT. 

 

 

Last Date of Homework Submission: 16 / 05 / 2021 
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